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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a multimodal feature fusion approach for pre-
dicting the short and long term video memorability where the goal
to design a system that automatically predicts scores reflecting the
probability of a video being remembered. The approach performs
early fusion of text, image, and video features. Text features are
extracted using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), an FBRes-
Net152 pre-trained on ImageNet is used to extract image features
and video features are extracted using 3DResNet152 pre-trained on
Kinetics 400. We use Fisher Vectors to obtain a single vector associ-
ated with each video that overcomes the need for using a non-fixed
global vector representation for handling temporal information.
The fusion approach demonstrates good predictive performance
and regression superiority in terms of correlation over standard
features.
1 INTRODUCTION
Remembering videos is a key aspect of advertising, entertainment,
and recommendation systems [3].We are more influenced by videos
that remain fresh in our memory and subsequently share their
contents with others. Creating memorable video content is cru-
cial for generating consumer impact and engaging entertainment
and profitable marketing campaigns. Understanding and predicting
memorability as a function of video features is therefore important
for computational video analysis tasks. In this work, we propose
a method for video memorability prediction [4] keeping in mind
that the videos are not necessarily attractive or interesting. Thus,
we explore which features provide better regression results. No
assumptions are made on the task’s structure, and we proceed to
analyze text, image, and video features in combinations to deter-
mine their ability to predict long terms and short termmemorability
using different machine learning based regression techniques. Our
findings show that long and short term memorability share the
same feature structure giving better accuracy when fusing features
of a different type for the short memorability task. These outcomes
also leave room for future improvements.
The works that precede this study have addressed the memora-
bility tasks mainly using the provided features or replacing them
[2, 6, 7, 12, 25, 26, 26]. The memorability task can be done using
single-source or multi-source feature information to train a re-
gression model. Gupta et al. [7] propose using images information
source via linear highly regularized models to prevent over-fitting
using the provided features, Residual Network (ResNet) features
and Dense Network (DenseNet) features. Over-fitting is potentially
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Figure 1: Video memorability prediction pipeline via three-
streammedia source information. We early fuse text, image
and video features to create a memorability score.
a primary concern in the memorability task. They use Least Abso-
lute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) [23], Support Vector
Regression (SVR), and Elastic Network (ENet) for their experiments.
Savii et al. [20] propose using only the video temporal infor-
mation employing video features for the memorability task. Here
the method is passing Convolution 3D (C3D) [24] and Histogram
of Motion Patterns(HMP) [1] features to a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) where the final score is obtained using a DNN+ k-Nearest
Neighbour (k-NN) regressor. In similar work, Tran-Van et al. [25]
proposes a solution to capture the temporal information where
they combine Image features IV3 with an Long Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) to produce the memorability score.
2 APPROACH
Multi-source feature fusion usually gives improved results over
isolated modeling of features as has been shown in [6, 7, 12, 25, 26].
Chaudhry et al. [2, 26] models used image, text, and video features
and achieved better results when fussing them as compared to
modelling them individually [22]. However, fusing multiple fea-
tures from the same information source, e.g., image source, can
increase complexity while giving little improvements to the tasks’
performance [6]. For instance, Joshi et al. [12] propose using the
Memorability Network [13] along with Hue Saturation and Value
(HSV) 3D [6], colorfulness [10], aesthetics [8], saliency Net [18]
, C3D [24], and Global Vectors (GloVe) of text features [19]. This
approach gives little gains over single-feature source selection. For
this reason, we deem appropriate extracting only one feature from
each of the following information sources: text, image, and video.
Secondly, modeling the Spatio-temporal domain via recurrent net-
works may become very computational costly [25]. Because we
are targeting large-scale video analysis, we consider a less complex
approach. Thirdly, to generate the memorability score, we explore
linear regularized methods and deep learning models. This con-
sideration rests on the assumption that the latter techniques do
not necessarily achieve better generalization, as mentioned in [7].
Finally, we can improve the provided features’ performance [17].
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To this end, we use other feature representations following au-
thors [20, 26] using ConceptNet [21], skip-thought [15]. Thereby,
we consider other deep learning approaches for feature extrac-
tion giving particular importance to the spatio-temporal domain
as [20, 25].
Our proposedmethod uses three primary feature modalities (text,
image, and video) for predicting the memorability score, Figure 1
shows the pipeline in detail.
Text Features: we use the provided video captions as an input text
to a Convolutional Neural Network (TCNN). The text is vectorised
via tokenization and word embedding into 100 dimensions to feed
the network using the IMDB dataset for sentiment analysis [14].
We use this dataset because of the high accuracy of the network on
this task ultimately gave us confidence that the model is adequately
trained and can be trusted as a feature generator. We use the last
Fully Connected (FC) layer as a feature generator resulting from
the concatenation of the text input convolution embedding. This
process results in a 300-dimensions feature vector, i.e., 3× embed-
ding size.
Image Features: We extract the middle frame of each video clip
and apply FBResNet152 [11] pre-trained on ImageNet. To this end,
we feed the model the middle frame to extract a 1000-dimensions
feature vector from the last FC layer. We also explored selecting
other frames from the sequences without achieving better correla-
tion values.
Video Features: To extract video features, we use 3DResNet152 [9]
pre-trained on Kinetics-400. We feed the video sequence to retrieve
a feature vector for every 16 frames producing a 2048-dimensions
feature vector. Although for this particular case we may have fixed-
length video clips, in practice the number of frames is not fixed
and stacking the produced features may become very computa-
tionally complex. Inspired by the work of Girdhar et al. [5] using
Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) vectors for ac-
tion recognition, we follow a similar approach using Fisher Vectors
(FV) to address this problem. The technique then creates a single
feature vector for each video sequence using Fisher Vectors. The
method is to generate a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) model
from the 16-frame collection features and project them into a high
dimensional space via the soft assignment. As the resulting fea-
ture space is considerably high, we reduced the dimensions via
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) following an FV-GMM-PCA
fashion [16]. This last step provides a single feature vector for each
video sequence capturing the motion information from the clips.
Feature Fusion: We combine the text, image and video features
via early fusion. Prior to this step, we reduce the features’ dimen-
sionality using PCA with 256 components aiming for better feature
representation. The vectors are then stacked as 3 × 256 = 768 and
feed into the regression model, as Figure 1 illustrates. The last step
is to perform the regression using a regularized method. To this end,
we used LassoLarsCV [23] in the pursuit of cross folding that gives
the best regression parameters for the final model automatically.
3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The memorability dataset comprises 10000 short soundless videos
split into 8000 videos for the development set and 2000 videos for
the test set [4]. The videos are varied and contain different scene
types. Also provided are some pre-computed content descriptors.
Table 1 shows that our approach performs better on STM than on
LTM. We experimentally found that the regression model has a
significant impact on the correlation values. This selection requires
further analysis in terms of features as well. Perhaps unsupervised
models may reveal more about the nature of the tasks.
Table 1: Memorability task evaluation using Spearman’s
rank correlation for different models.
Task Run Validation Test
TCNN/FBRN152/3DRN152/LassoLarsCV 0.5149 0.459
TCNN/FBRN152/3DRN152/LassoCV 0.4987 0.463
STM FBRN152/LassoLarsCV 0.4936 0.445
TCNN/FBRN152/3DRN152/DNN 0.4837 0.436
TCNN/DN201/3DRN152/LassoLarsCV 0.5185 0.467
TCNN/FBRN152/3DRN152/SVR 0.2394 0.203
TCNN/FBRN152/3DRN152/LassoCV 0.2321 0.185
LTM TCNN/FBRN152/3DRN152/DNN 0.2104 0.159
FBRN152/SVR 0.2491 0.189
DN152/SVR 0.2612 0.196
4 DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
From Table 1, we can see that the best regression model is not the
same for both tasks. For the STM task, LassoLarsCV achieves the
best results while SVR for the LTM task, respectively. Although it
is not the same regression model, we achieve the best correlation
results for the memorability tasks when fusing all three types of
features. It is worth noticing that image-based features achieve
the second-best results. Regarding the frame selection criterion,
i.e., the middle frame, we observed no significant difference by
selecting other frames in the Spearman’s rank correlation. This
aspect may be linked to the short length of the videos. We can
quickly inspect that there is a strong visual relationship between the
first and the last frame. Perhaps longer sequences may require more
elaborate temporal analysis. Thus, for practical purposes, we prefer
to incorporate specific video-designed features. We also verified the
PCA effectiveness before the early fusion and by individual feature
selection. We observed an improvement c.a. 4-7% in Spearman’s
rank correlation, thus it is a good practice to project the features into
a lower dimensional space before feed the regression model. The
proposed method enables us to capture the memorability associated
with videos comprising multimedia features. With this in mind, it
is possible to create models for similar tasks in video content for
other computer vision applications. The memorably test, then, can
extrapolate multimedia analysis for other case studies, e.g. video
summarization where the scores can be treated as features weights,
where, naturally, the features are not necessarily visual.
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